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Abstract—This paper develops two spectrally efficient orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based multicarrier
transmission schemes: a scheme with message-driven idle subcarriers (MC-MDIS) and another with message-driven strengthened
subcarriers (MC-MDSS). The basic idea in MC-MDIS is to carry
part of the information, which is named carrier bits, through an
idle subcarrier selection while regularly transmitting the ordinary
bits on all the other subcarriers. When the number of subcarriers
is much larger than the adopted constellation size, higher spectral
and power efficiency can be achieved compared with OFDM. The
reason is that each idle subcarrier carries more bits than a regular
symbol, with no power consumption. Moreover, the existence of
idle subcarriers can also decrease possible intercarrier interference between their neighboring subcarriers. In MC-MDSS, the
idle subcarriers are replaced by strengthened subcarriers, which,
unlike idle subcarriers, can carry both carrier bits and ordinary
bits. Therefore, MC-MDSS achieves even higher spectral efficiency
than MC-MDIS. Both theoretical analysis and numerical results
are provided to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
schemes.
Index Terms—Multicarrier transmission, OFDM, high spectral
efficiency, message-driven subcarrier selection.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N conventional multicarrier transmission systems, spectral
overlaps between neighboring carriers are usually avoided
to eliminate intercarrier interference (ICI). When it was realized
that the spectral efficiency could be significantly increased by
allowing spectral overlaps between orthogonal subcarriers [1],
especially after a low-cost implementation using IFFT/FFT
blocks was proposed [2], orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has become one of the most effective ways
in modern communications and is adopted by many recent standards [3], e.g., LTE [4] and WiMAX [5]. Besides the robustness
to multipath fading over frequency selective channels [6], the
very first advantage making OFDM prevalent is its high spectral
efficiency, which is so far believed to be the highest due to the
wisely introduced spectral overlap. However, there is always a
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question which greatly attracts the interest of many researchers:
can the efficiency of a system be even higher than OFDM?
In literature, researchers have proposed to improve the efficiency of OFDM through cyclic prefix (CP) optimization
[7]–[10]. In this paper, we take a different perspective and
introduce two highly efficient OFDM-based multicarrier transmission schemes, which offer a positive answer to the question
above. Our approaches are motivated by the idea of embedding
information in channel state control [11]–[14], of which the
concept of message-driven frequency hopping (MDFH) [11]
gives us the most direct inspiration. In MDFH, besides carrying ordinary bits as usual, the active hopping carrier itself is
specified by additional information bits and recovered by a filter
bank at the receiver. Refined versions of MDFH were proposed
and analyzed in [15]–[18]. For MDFH, transmission through
hopping frequency control adds another dimension to the signal
space, and the resulted coding gain can increase the spectral efficiency of conventional frequency hopping (FH) systems [19]
by multiple times. This motivates us to improve the spectral
efficiency of OFDM by allowing part of the information bits
being transmitted through carrier frequency selection.
First, we propose a multicarrier transmission scheme with
message-driven idle subcarriers (MC-MDIS). The basic idea
is to use part of the information bits, named carrier bits, to
specify idle subcarriers while transmitting ordinary bits regularly on all the other subcarriers. In this way, if the number
of subcarriers is much larger than the adopted constellation
size (e.g., in most OFDM systems), we can transmit more
information bits at an even lower power consumption. This is
because the number of carrier bits transmitted through each
idle subcarrier is more than that of the ordinary bits carried
by each regular symbol, and all the carrier bits are transmitted
with no power consumption through idle subcarrier selection.
When applied to the OFDM framework, i.e., using orthogonal
subcarriers and IFFT/FFT blocks, MC-MDIS can achieve an
even higher spectral efficiency than OFDM, while keeping a
higher power efficiency. The existence of idle subcarriers can
also decrease possible intercarrier interference (ICI) between
their neighboring subcarriers. We would like to point out that,
under very low SNRs, an error in idle subcarrier detection may
lead to possible bit vector disorder, since the location of the
idle subcarrier has a great impact on bit vector reorganization.
However, this issue is properly resolved by a bit vector rearrangement (BVR) algorithm, which can be implemented with
no sacrifice on spectral efficiency.
An alternative scheme, with message-driven strengthened
subcarriers (MC-MDSS), is proposed simply by replacing
the idle subcarriers in MC-MDIS with strengthened ones. In
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MC-MDSS, different from MC-MDIS, the strengthened subcarriers selected by the carrier bits can also carry ordinary bits.
This leads to two advantages: 1) Higher spectral efficiency can
be achieved than MC-MDIS due to the additional ordinary bits
transmitted on the strengthened subcarriers; 2) The bit-vectordisorder issue is automatically resolved, resulting in simpler
transceiver design.
It is shown that the higher spectral efficiency of MC-MDIS
and MC-MDSS is achieved at a slight cost in BER performance.
We would like to point out that the loss in BER performance,
not significant though, may make them less favorable under
low-SNR channels; however, the higher spectral efficiency
achieved by MC-MDIS/MC-MDSS, as well as the ICI suppression effect of MC-MDIS, will make one or both of them popular
under reasonable-SNR channels and/or in the presence of ICI.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• First we propose a multicarrier transmission scheme
with message-driven idle subcarriers (MC-MDIS). It can
achieve higher spectral and power efficiency than OFDM,
and also proves to be effective for ICI suppression due to
the existence of idle subcarriers;
• We propose an alternative scheme with message-driven
strengthened subcarriers (MC-MDSS). It can achieve an
even higher spectral efficiency than MC-MDIS with slight
BER performance loss;
• We provide both theoretical and numerical analysis on
spectral efficiency and error probability of MC-MDIS and
MC-MDSS. The simulation results match well with the
theoretical calculation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the system structure of MC-MDIS is provided. In Section III,
we introduce MC-MDSS. Analytical performance evaluation
is presented in Section IV. Simulation results are provided in
Section V and we conclude in Section VI.
II. M ULTICARRIER T RANSMISSION W ITH
M ESSAGE -D RIVEN I DLE S UBCARRIERS (MC-MDIS)
The main idea of MC-MDIS, which distinguishes itself from
MDFH [11], [15]–[18], is that part of the information bits are
used to select the idle subcarriers instead of active subcarriers. The active subcarriers carry ordinary bits as usual, while
for the idle ones, we transmit the carrier bits without power
consumption. The essential difference between MC-MDIS and
MDFH lies in: 1) MDFH only transmits information through
a few selected subcarriers while keeping most subcarriers idle,
leading to a lower spectral efficiency; 2) MC-MDIS is actually
a “flipped” version of MDFH, which activates most of the subcarriers to transmit regular information with even the remaining
idle ones carrying extra information through idle subcarrier
selection, and therefore achieving a high spectral efficiency.
We implement MC-MDIS through the OFDM framework to
maximize the spectral efficiency.
A. Transmitter Design
Let Nc be the total number of available subcarriers, with
{f0 , f1 , . . . , fNc −1 } being the set of all available subcarrier
frequencies. Here, we assume Nc is exactly a power of 2 for the
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Fig. 1. Information block structure for MC-MDIS.

Fig. 2. Transmitter structure of MC-MDIS.

convenience of OFDM implementation. All the Nc subcarriers
are uniformly divided into Ng groups.1 Within each group,
there is only one idle subcarrier and the rest will carry regular
symbols as usual. The number of subcarriers in each group
would be Nf = Nc /Ng , and the number of bits required to
specify the idle subcarrier in each group is Bc = log2 Nf =
log2 (Nc /Ng ). We name the bits used to specify idle subcarriers
as carrier bits, and then the total number of carrier bits in all
groups would be Ng Bc = Ng log2 (Nc /Ng ).
Let Ω be the selected constellation that contains M symbols,
and each symbol in the constellation represents Bs = log2 M
bits. We name the bits carried in regular symbols as ordinary
bits, and the total number of ordinary bits carried on all the
active subcarriers is (Nc − Ng )Bs = (Nc − Ng ) log2 M .
We divide the data stream into blocks of length L = Ng Bc +
(Nc − Ng )Bs . Each block is partitioned into Ng groups and
each group contains Bc + (Nf − 1)Bs bits. The information
block structure is shown in Fig. 1. We will transmit the entire
block In , which contains L bits, in one single OFDM symbol
period.
The transmitter structure is shown in Fig. 2. According to
the information block structure, the Serial-to-Parallel (SP) converter fetches carrier bits and ordinary bits from the information
block. The carrier bits are used to determine the idle subcarrier
in each subcarrier group. The index of the idle subcarrier in
the jth group, kj , can be calculated by converting the carrier
bit vector, Xj , into a decimal value, where Xj is the carrier bit
vector corresponding to the idle subcarrier in the jth group. The
ordinary bits are mapped to symbols which are carried by the
active subcarriers.
1 It is shown in Section IV-A and Appendix A how to properly choose N
g
and why the uniform grouping strategy is optimal in terms of spectral efficiency
maximization.
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Fig. 3. Receiver structure of MC-MDIS.

Once the idle subcarriers and regular symbols are determined, we transmit the carrier bits and ordinary bits using
the OFDM framework [2]. For each subcarrier, assign a zero
symbol if it is idle; otherwise assign a regular symbol obtained
through the bit-to-symbol mapping. If the subcarrier grouping
is a direct segmentation of {0, 1, . . . , Nc − 1}, the subcarrier
index of the kth subcarrier in the jth group would be Gj,k =
jNf + k. For i = 0, 1, . . . , Nc − 1, the symbol corresponding
to subcarrier i is
⎧
k < kj ,
⎨ M(Yj,k ),
(1)
di = dGj,k = M(Yj,k−1 ), k > kj ,
⎩
0,
k = kj ,
where M(Yj,k ) and M(Yj,k−1 ) are symbols mapped from the
ordinary bit vectors Yj,k and Yj,k−1 , respectively. In the jth
group, since the idle subcarrier indexed by kj cannot carry
an ordinary bit vector, for any k > kj , subcarrier k should
carry the ordinary bit vector indexed by k − 1 (one-vector
forward). Let dn,i denote the ith symbol corresponding to the
nth information block In , the OFDM symbol corresponding to
In can then be written as [2]
sn (t) =

N
c −1


dn,i ej2πfi t ,

t ∈ [nTs , (n + 1)Ts ) ,

(2)

i=0

where fi = i/Ts and Ts is the OFDM symbol period. Note that
the discrete version of (2) can be efficiently computed by the
IFFT block in Fig. 2.
B. Receiver Design
The receiver structure is shown in Fig. 3. The nth received
OFDM symbol can be written as
rn (t) = sn (t) ∗ h(t) + n(t),

(3)

where ∗ stands for convolution, h(t) is the channel impulse
response, and n(t) denotes additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN). Sample the OFDM symbol and remove the cyclic
prefix, we get
rn,l = rn (tl ), tl = nTs +l

Ts
; l = 0, 1, . . . , Nc −1.
Nc

(4)

Performing FFT, we have
Rn,i =

N
c −1

l=0

rn,l e−j2πfi tl ,

i = 0, 1, . . . , Nc − 1.

(5)

Fig. 4.

Illustration of the bit vector rearrangement (BVR) algorithm.

Let H = [H(0), . . . , H(Nc − 1)] be the frequency domain
channel response vector. After channel estimation, the nth
symbol for the ith subcarrier can be estimated as [20]
Rn,i
.
dˆn,i =
H(i)

(6)

Without loss of generality, the subindex n in dˆn,i is omitted in
the following discussions.
Next we look at the recovery of the carrier bits and the
ordinary bits. For each subcarrier group, the idle subcarrier can
be detected as

2


(7)
k̂j = arg min dˆGj,k  ,
0≤k≤Nf −1

where k̂j is the estimated index of the idle subcarrier in the jth
group and Gj,k is the shared subcarrier grouping information
between the transmitter and receiver. Now the carrier bit vector,
X̂j , can be obtained by converting the estimated idle subcarrier
index, k̂j , into a binary carrier bit vector. After the idle subcarriers are determined, ordinary bit vectors can be estimated as

Ŷj,k = M−1 (dˆGj,k ),
k < k̂j ,
(8)
Ŷj,k−1 = M−1 (dˆGj,k ), k > k̂j ,
where M−1 (·) represents the demapping operator, Ŷj,k and
Ŷj,k−1 denote the recovered ordinary bit vectors. Hence, the
entire block Iˆn is recovered.
C. Bit Vector Rearrangement (BVR)
One possible issue with MC-MDIS is that under low SNRs,
an error in idle subcarrier detection may occur and lead to bit
vector disorder in the whole subcarrier group, even if each symbol is recovered correctly from its corresponding subcarrier.
To solve this problem, we develop a bit vector rearrangement
(BVR) algorithm, which is described as follows and graphically
illustrated in Fig. 4. Note that each information block contains
Ng groups, and BVR is performed group by group rather than
block by block.
Rearrangement in the transmitter:
1) Fetch Bc + Nf Bs bits and determine the idle subcarrier
in the current group using the first Bc bits;
2) Evacuate the Bs bits at the location of the idle subcarrier
and place them at the beginning of next group;
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3) Transmit the remaining (Nf − 1)Bs ordinary bits on the
active subcarriers of the current group;
4) Repeat the above procedures till the end of the bit stream.
Restoration in the receiver:
1) Recover both the carrier bits and ordinary bits from the
current group;
2) Reserve a Bs -bit space at the location of the idle subcarrier according to the carrier bit vector in the current group;
3) Recover the next bit group and fill its first Bs bits into the
reserved space in the current one;
4) Make the new group the current one and repeat from 2).
BVR is designed to keep the order of most ordinary bits
from being influenced by an error in idle subcarrier detection.
Note that the evacuated Bs bits in the current group will be
placed at the beginning of the next one and form a carrier
bit vector together with the successive Bc − Bs bits. At the
receiver side, each group removes its first Bs bits and fills them
into the previous group, simultaneously acquiring Bs bits from
the next group. As a result, the length of each group remains
unchanged as Bc + (Nf − 1)Bs bits. Unlike channel coding,
no redundancy is introduced here, so no spectral efficiency is
sacrificed. However, as in most coding methods, a mild delay
will be introduced at the receiver side, since the reconstruction
for the current group cannot be completed until the carrier bit
vector of the next group arrives.
As shown in Fig. 4, with BVR, if an error in idle subcarrier
detection occurs, only one2 of the ordinary bit vectors in the
group will be influenced, but the remaining would not. This
contributes a lot to save the ordinary bits under possible idle
subcarrier detection errors, especially when the group size is
large. Please refer to the error probability analysis on the ordinary bits in Section IV-B for a quantitative evaluation on how
much ordinary bits can be saved by BVR. In the worst case, if
the carrier bits of the current group is corrupted, the first Bs bits
of the next group will be placed at a wrong location. As a result,
it will also lead to errors, even if they themselves are correctly
recovered. However, when the group size is relatively large, the
impact is insignificant comparing with the saved ordinary bits.
In the case of a small group size Nf = 2, this approach is not
recommended since no ordinary bits can be saved.
Remark 1: BVR is designed to enable MC-MDIS to work in
the worst case (i.e., at low SNRs), but we would like to point out
that idle subcarrier detection errors are very unlikely to occur at
reasonable or high SNRs.
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A. Transmitter Design
We use the same notations as in Section II. The first change
resulted from MC-MDSS would be the information block structure. The total number of carrier bits to determine strengthened subcarriers in all groups remains unchanged as Ng Bc =
Ng log2 (Nc /Ng ), but the total number of ordinary bits will be
increased to Nc Bs = Nc log2 M . Accordingly, in Fig. 1, the
number of bits corresponding to each subcarrier group would be
Bc + Nf Bs , and the length of the information block for MCMDSS will be increased to L = Ng Bc + Nc Bs .
The power enhancement of several subcarriers make it difficult to employ non-constant-modulus3 constellations (e.g.,
QAM), because under a modest amplitude-strengthening ratio,
it is hard for the receiver to distinguish unamplified highpower-level symbols and amplified low-power-level symbols.
For this reason, in MC-MDSS, we assume constant-modulus
modulations, which can potentially be applied in digital video
broadcasting [21] and optical communications [22].
Second, the idle subcarrier generation block in Fig. 2 is now
replaced by the strengthened subcarrier generation block. The
index of the strengthened subcarrier in the jth group, kj , can be
similarly calculated as that of idle subcarriers in MC-MDIS. A
regular symbol will be assigned to each subcarrier; whereas for
each strengthened subcarrier indexed by kj , the corresponding
symbol will be amplified by a fixed amplitude-strengthening
ratio, γ (γ > 1). Namely, for i = 0, 1, . . . , Nc − 1, the symbol
corresponding to subcarrier i is

γM(Yj,k ), k = kj ,
(9)
di = dGj,k =
otherwise,
M(Yj,k ),
where M(Yj,k ) is the symbol mapped from the ordinary bit
vector Yj,k , and Gj,k has the same definition as in Section II.
Except the differences above, the other parts of the transmitter
for MC-MDSS are exactly the same as in MC-MDIS.
B. Receiver Design
At the receiver side, we also need to make two changes
for MC-MDSS accordingly. First, the block of idle subcarrier
detection in Fig. 3 will be replaced by strengthened subcarrier
detection. Namely, the index of the strengthened subcarrier can
be determined by

2


k̂j = arg max dˆGj,k  .
(10)
0≤k≤Nf −1

III. M ULTICARRIER T RANSMISSION W ITH
M ESSAGE -D RIVEN S TRENGTHENED
S UBCARRIERS (MC-MDSS)
In this section, we introduce an alternative scheme, MCMDSS, by replacing the idle subcarriers in MC-MDIS with
strengthened ones, which transmits both carrier bits and ordinary bits. Comparing with MC-MDIS, MC-MDSS can achieve
higher spectral efficiency without suffering from the bit-vectordisorder issue.
2 Note

that in Fig. 4, only the middle shaded box is counted as ordinary bit
errors, while the other two shaded ones are counted as carrier bit errors.

Second, without the bit-vector-disorder issue, the ordinary bit
estimation can be simplified as
Ŷj,k = M−1 dˆGj,k ,

(11)

where M−1 (·) represents the demapping operator, and Ŷj,k is
the kth recovered ordinary bit vector in the jth subcarrier group.
3 For constant-modulus constellations, s2 = P holds for each symbol s ∈
s
Ω, e.g., PSK modulation; whereas the non-constant-modulus ones do not satisfy
this requirement, e.g., QAM modulation.
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF S PECTRAL AND P OWER E FFICIENCY

IV. A NALYTICAL P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we analyze the performance of the two
proposed schemes, MC-MDIS and MC-MDSS, in terms of
spectral efficiency, power efficiency and error probability.
A. Spectral and Power Efficiency
The spectral efficiency η is defined as the ratio of the information bit rate Rb (bits/s) to the transmission bandwidth W
(Hz), i.e., η = Rb /W (bits/s/Hz). Since the proposed schemes
are implemented on the OFDM framework, both of them, as
well as OFDM, have the same total bandwidth W = (Nc +
1)Rs , where Rs is the OFDM symbol rate. To evaluate the
power efficiency, we define the power ratio ρ as the ratio of the
power consumed by MC-MDIS/MC-MDSS to that of OFDM.
For comparison, we first derive the bit rate (Rb,OF DM ) and
spectral efficiency (ηOF DM ) of OFDM,
Rb,OF DM = Rs Nc log2 M,
ηOF DM

(12)

Nc
log2 M ≈ log2 M.
=
Nc + 1

(13)

1) MC-MDIS: Considering both the carrier bits and the
ordinary bits, the bit rate of MC-MDIS can be calculated as
Rb,M DIS = Rs Ng log2

Nc
+ (Nc − Ng ) log2 M . (14)
Ng

To maximize the bit rate, we differentiate (14) over Ng ,
dRb,M DIS
Nc
,
= Rs log2
dNg
Ng M e

(15)
Ng∗

where e is the Euler’s number. Set (15) to zero, we get
=
Nc /M e. Note that Ng can only be a power of 2, so we
∗
= Nc /2M
select two valid candidates nearest to Ng∗ : Ng,1
∗
and Ng,2 = Nc /4M . Substituting them into (14), we obtain
exactly the same value, which forms the maximum bit rate for
MC-MDIS,
∗
Rb,M
DIS = Rs Nc log2 M +

1
.
2M

(16)

With Nc /2M out of Nc subcarriers left idle in each group,
the power ratio for MC-MDIS would be
ρM DIS =

Nc
Nc − 2M
1
.
=1−
Nc
2M

(18)

2) MC-MDSS: Similarly, the bit rate of MC-MDSS can be
calculated as
Nc
+ Nc log2 M .
Ng

Rb,M DSS = Rs Ng log2

(19)

Using the same methodology as in MC-MDIS, by setting Ng =
Nc /4, we obtain the maximum bit rate for MC-MDSS,
∗
Rb,M
DSS = Rs Nc log2 M +

1
,
2

(20)

and the maximum spectral efficiency of MC-MDSS,
∗
ηM
DSS =

Nc
1
1
log2 M +
≈ log2 M + .
Nc + 1
2
2

(21)

With Nc /4 out of Nc subcarriers whose symbols will be
amplified by γ in amplitude, the power ratio for MC-MDSS
can be obtained as
ρM DSS =

Nc −

Nc
4

+ γ 2 N4c

Nc

=

γ2 + 3
.
4

(22)

For clarity, we summarize the analysis above in Table I. It can
be seen that comparing with OFDM, the improvement achieved
by MC-MDIS in both spectral efficiency and power efficiency
only depends on the constellation size M , while MC-MDSS
can achieve a fixed but even larger improvement in spectral
efficiency than MC-MDIS at a slight cost on power efficiency.
B. Probability of Error for MC-MDIS

∗
∗
and Ng,2
maximize the bit rate, we choose
Although both Ng,1
∗
Ng = Ng,1 = Nc /2M (i.e., more subcarrier groups) due to
the following two reasons: 1) For a fixed number of available
subcarriers, Nc , if we choose the number of groups to be
Nc /2M instead of Nc /4M , in each group there will be only
2M subcarriers instead of 4M ones; since the idle subcarrier
detection can be considered as a flipped FSK, the 2M -ary
flipped FSK would outperform the 4M -ary one in BER performance. 2) More subcarrier groups implies more subcarriers will
be left idle, which would result in further power savings and ICI
suppression. With the maximized bit rate, it then follows that
the maximum spectral efficiency of MC-MDIS is given by
∗
ηM
DIS =

Nc
1
log2 M +
Nc + 1
2M

≈ log2 M +

1
. (17)
2M

1) Carrier Bits: Given the average bit-level SNR, Eb /N0 ,
for MC-MDIS, the average symbol-level SNR, Es /N0 , for each
active subcarrier can be obtained as
Eb
Es
L
=
,
N0
Nc − N g N0

(23)

where L = Ng Bc + (Nc − Ng )Bs is the information block
length and Nc − Ng is the number of active subcarriers. It
should be noted that Es defined here corresponds to the average
symbol energy in each active subcarrier.
The carrier bit modulation in MC-MDIS can be roughly
considered as a “flipped” Nf -ary FSK, by which we mean an
idle subcarrier is used to represent the carrier bits instead of
an active one as in conventional FSK. Another difference is
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that, in MC-MDIS, when a non-constant-modulus constellation
is employed, the active subcarriers may carry symbols with
different power levels.
Let E1 , . . . , ET be all the possible power levels in constellation Ω, and pi the probability that the power level of an arbitrary
symbol is Ei , then the average symbol power is given by
Ēs =

T


p i Ei ,

where

T


i=1

pi = 1.

(24)

i=1

In this case, to achieve an overall SNR of Es /N0 , the actual
symbol-level SNR in MC-MDIS, Es,i /N0 , would be
Es,i
Ei Eb
Ei E s
L
=
=
.
N0
Nc − Ng Ēs N0
Ēs N0

(25)

We can calculate the symbol error probability corresponding
to the carrier bits for MC-MDIS as (see Appendix B for the
details)
Ps(c)

Eb
N0



∞
=1−

N −1

Q̄1 f

xe−

x2
2

dx,

(26)

0

in which
Q̄1 =

T

i=1


pi Q 1


Es,i
,x ,
2
N0

(27)

∞
where Q1 (a, b) = b x exp(−(x2 + a2 )/2)I0 (ax)dx is the
Marcum Q-function [23], in which I0 (·) is the zero-order
modified Bessel function.
(c)
(c)
Let Pe,I and Pe,II denote the bit error probabilities for carrier
bits without and with BVR, respectively. According to [24, eqn.
(5.2-24), page 260],


Eb
2Bc −1 (c) Eb
(c)
Ps
Pe,I
= B
.
(28)
N0
2 c −1
N0
If BVR is employed, an error in idle subcarrier detection in
the current bit block will lead to an incorrect replacement of the
first Bs bits within the Bc carrier bits in the successive block.
If an error occurs in idle subcarrier detection for the current
bit block, there are two possible results for the idle subcarrier
detection in the successive block: (i) an error occurs with a
(c)
probability of Ps (Eb /N0 ); or (ii) it is correctly detected with
(c)
a probability of 1 − Ps (Eb /N0 ). In the first case, the bit
(c)
error probability would still roughly be Pe,I (Eb /N0 ), since the
Bs bits that are incorrectly replaced originally contains errors;
whereas in the second case, the bit error probability will approx(c)
imately become (1 + (Bs /Bc ))Pe,I (Eb /N0 ), considering the
newly introduced errors resulting from the incorrectly replaced
Bs bits. Combining these two cases, the bit error probability of
carrier bits with BVR can be estimated as



Eb
Eb
Eb
(c)
(c)
(c)
≈ Ps
Pe,I
Pe,II
N0
N0
N0



Eb
Eb
Bs
(c)
+ 1 − Ps(c)
1+
Pe,I
. (29)
N0
Bc
N0
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2) Ordinary Bits: The bit error probability of the ordinary
bits depends on the modulation scheme exploited by the active
subcarriers. We consider the case of transmitting the ordinary
bits through M -ary QAM. Recall that M = 2Bs , and the symbol error probability for M -ary QAM can be represented as4
[24, eqn. (5.2-78) and (5.2-79), page 278]
2


 
Eb
3 Es
1
Ps,QAM
,
= 1 − 1−2 1−√
Q
N0
M − 1 N0
M
(30)
√
 ∞ −(t2 /2)
dt, and Es /N0 can be
where Q(x) = (1/ 2π) x e
found in (23). The bit error probability of the ordinary bits on
each active subcarrier can then be approximated as


Eb
Eb
1
Ps,QAM
Pe,QAM
≈
.
(31)
N0
Bs
N0
Without BVR, if an error occurs in idle subcarrier detection,
there will be a bit vector disorder on all the subcarriers between
the truly idle one and the incorrectly detected one, which leads
to a random guess in terms of error probability. Namely, if the
idle subcarrier indices selected at the transmitter and estimated
at the receiver are i and j, respectively, the bit error probabilities
of the ordinary bits carried on subcarrier from i through j
(|i − j| out of Nf − 1 subcarriers) would be 1/2, while the
bit error probabilities of those carried on the other subcarriers
will not be influenced and can thus be estimated by (31). The
bit error probability of the ordinary bits with an error in idle
(c)
subcarrier detection (with a probability of Ps (Eb /N0 ), in
(26)) can therefore be calculated as
Pe,I

Eb
N0



Nf −1

=



|i − j|
1
(Nf )2 2(Nf − 1)
i,j=0,i=j

|i − j|
+ 1−
Pe,QAM
Nf − 1

Eb
N0


,

(32)

where (n)k denotes the number of k-permutations out of n.
With BVR, only one subcarrier carrying ordinary bits in each
subcarrier group will be influenced and the remaining would
remain uninfluenced, so the corresponding bit error probability
with an error in idle subcarrier detection in this case would be



Eb
Eb
1
1
+ 1−
=
. (33)
Pe,QAM
Pe,II
N0
2(Nf − 1)
Nf −1
N0
If the idle subcarrier is correctly detected, the bit error
probability of the ordinary bits can also be estimated by (31).
Taking all the cases into account, the bit error probability of the
ordinary bits can be calculated as



Eb
Eb
Eb
(o)
= Ps(c)
Pe,κ
Pe,κ
N0
N0
N0


Eb
Eb
(c)
+ 1 − Ps
Pe,QAM
, (34)
N0
N0
where κ ∈ {I, II} denotes whether BVR is employed or not.
4 Note that (30) applies only when B is even and a rectangular constellation
s
is employed. For cases with odd Bs or non-rectangular constellations, please
refer to [24, page 278–279].
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3) Overall: Following the discussions above, the overall bit
error probability for MC-MDIS can be calculated as



Eb
Ng Bc (c) Eb
(Nc −Ng )Bs (o) Eb
Pe,κ
Pe,κ
Pe
=
+
, (35)
N0
L
N0
L
N0
where L = Ng Bc + (Nc − Ng )Bs is the number of bits in
each information block for MC-MDIS, and κ ∈ {I, II} denotes
whether BVR is employed or not.
Remark 2: Although we analyze the error probability of
MC-MDIS theoretically with QAM modulation, the constantmodulus modulation (M -ary PSK) can also be used in MCMDIS. Using the constant-modulus modulation instead of
QAM would lead to two differences: 1) The power of each
active subcarrier would become identical to each other, which
works as a special case of nonuniform power distribution and
actually makes the calculation much easier; 2) M -ary PSK has
a different representation on the error probability from that of
QAM; however, concerning the error probability analysis, the
only thing we need to do is to replace Ps,QAM (Eb /N0 ) with
Ps,P SK (Eb /N0 ), which can be found in [24, eqn. (5.2-56),
page 268].
C. Probability of Error for MC-MDSS
1) Carrier Bits: We consider the case with constant modulus constellations only. Given the average bit-level SNR,
Eb /N0 , for the MC-MDSS scheme, the average symbol-level
SNR, Es /N0 , would be
Es
Eb
Eb
=L
= (Ng Bc + Nc Bs ) ,
N0
N0
N0

(36)

where L = Ng Bc + Nc Bs is the information block length.
Note that different from the definition in MC-MDIS where Es
is averaged to each active subcarrier, Es defined here takes
into account the symbols transmitted through all the subcarriers, which contains Ng strengthened subcarriers and Nc − Ng
(o)
regular ones. Let Es,1 /N0 be the symbol-level SNR of the
(o)

strengthened subcarriers, and Es,2 /N0 the symbol-level SNR
corresponding to those regular ones, then we have
(o)

Ng

(o)

Es,2
Es,1
Es
+ (Nc − Ng )
=
.
N0
N0
N0

(37)

The power relation of the strengthened subcarriers and the
regular ones can be represented as
(o)

(o)

Es,2
Es,1
= γ2
,
N0
N0

(38)

where γ is the amplitude-strengthening ratio which is defined
in Section III. Combining (36)–(38), the SNRs for the two
different kinds of subcarriers can be obtained as
⎧ (o)
γ2L
Eb
⎨ Es,1 =
N0
Nc +(γ 2 −1)Ng N0 ,
(39)
(o)
⎩ Es,2
Eb
L
=
.
N0
Nc +(γ 2 −1)Ng N0

The carrier bit demodulation in MC-MDSS can largely be
viewed as a non-coherent Nf -ary FSK demodulation as well.
What makes it slightly different from conventional FSK is that
we have one strengthened subcarrier and several other regular
ones (with non-zero power but less than the strengthened one),
while in conventional FSK only one subcarrier has non-zero
power. We can calculate the symbol error probability corresponding to the carrier bits for MC-MDSS as (see Appendix C
for the details)
Ps(c)

Eb
N0
⎡



Nf −1

=



(−1)

k+1

k=1

⎛

⎣ Q1 ⎝

 ∞
Nf − 1
k
0

(o)

⎞⎤ k ⎛ 

Es,2
2
, x⎠⎦ f ⎝x|
N0

⎞
(o)
Es,1
2
, 1⎠ dx,
N0

(40)

∞
where Q1 (a, b) = b x exp(−(x2 + a2 )/2)I0 (ax)dx is the
Marcum Q-function, and f (x|ν, σ) = (x/σ 2 ) exp(−(x2 +
ν 2 )/2σ 2 )I0 (νx/σ 2 ) denotes the probability density function of
a Rician distribution. Accordingly, the bit error probability of
the carrier bits can be calculated as


Eb
2Bc −1 (c) Eb
(c)
P
= B
.
(41)
Pe
N0
2 c −1 s
N0
2) Ordinary Bits: The symbol error probability of the
constant-modulus modulation (PSK), Ps,P SK (Eb /N0 ), can be
found in [24, eqn. (5.2-56), page 268]. What makes it different
in MC-MDSS is that among all the subcarriers, Ng of them are
(o)
carrying ordinary bits at the SNR of Es,1 /N0 , while the other
(o)

Nc − Ng ones work at Es,2 /N0 . Consequently, the symbol
error probability corresponding to the ordinary bits would be



(o)
Eb
1 Es,1
Ng
(o)
Ps,P SK
=
Ps
N0
Nc
B s N0


(o)
Nc − N g
1 Es,2
+
Ps,P SK
. (42)
Nc
B s N0
Similarly, the bit error probability of the ordinary bits can be
approximated as


Eb
1 (o) Eb
Pe(o)
Ps
≈
.
(43)
N0
Bs
N0
3) Overall: Following the discussions above, the overall bit
error probability for MC-MDSS can be calculated as



Eb
Ng Bc (c) Eb
Nc Bs (o) Eb
Pe
Pe
Pe
=
+
, (44)
N0
L
N0
L
N0
where L = Ng Bc + Nc Bs is the number of bits in each information block for MC-MDSS.
V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, the performance of both MC-MDIS and MCMDSS is evaluated and compared with that of OFDM and some
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TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF S PECTRAL E FFICIENCY W ITH D IFFERENT M

other most related schemes through simulation examples. We
consider both AWGN and frequency selective channels, as well
as the presence of intercarrier interference (ICI). In the following, we assume Nc = 64, Rs = 100 and Ng is properly chosen
according to the optimal subcarrier grouping strategy derived
in Section IV-A. Unless otherwise stated, 16-QAM is used in
MC-MDIS to exploit the general case of non-constant-modulus
constellations, while QPSK is employed in MC-MDSS where
the amplitude-strengthening ratio (γ) is set to 2. In addition,
we provide the evaluation of the peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR) in Appendix D.

Fig. 5. Theoretical and simulation BERs for MC-MDIS without BVR.

A. Spectral Efficiency
In Table II, for different constellation size M , we compare
the spectral efficiency of the proposed MC-MDIS and MCMDSS with that of OFDM, as well as the other most related
systems in literature, including collision-free frequency hopping (CFFH) [25], message-driven frequency hopping (MDFH)
[11] and anti-jamming message-driven frequency hopping
(AJ-MDFH) [17]. Both MC-MDIS and MC-MDSS, with maximized efficiency, are always more efficient than the other
schemes. It is also observed that the efficiency gap between
MC-MDIS and OFDM decreases as the constellation size increases. It should be pointed out that the increase in bit rate
achieved by MC-MDIS and MC-MDSS can be significant and
of great commercial value when the baud rate is large, which is
generally the case in broadband communications.

Fig. 6. Theoretical and simulation BERs for MC-MDIS with BVR.

B. Bit Error Rate
1) Experimental Validation of Theoretical Results: Figs. 5
and 6 compare the theoretical and simulation BERs of both
carrier bits and ordinary bits for MC-MDIS without and with
BVR, respectively. Fig. 7 depicts the BERs for MC-MDSS
accordingly. It can be seen that the simulation results match
well with the theoretical derivation.
2) Improvement on BER by BVR for MC-MDIS: The improvement on BER by BVR for MC-MDIS is demonstrated in
Fig. 8. We can see that the BER of MC-MDIS is considerably
reduced by BVR, which is designed to eliminate the bit vector
disorder.

Fig. 7. Theoretical and simulation BERs for MC-MDSS.

3) BER Comparison of Different Schemes: A comprehensive BER comparison is performed involving all the schemes
listed in Table II. For fair comparison, all the schemes employ
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Fig. 8. Improvement on BER by BVR for MC-MDIS.

Fig. 10.

Comparison of simulation BERs under frequency selective channels.

Fig. 9. Comparison of simulation BERs under AWGN channels.

Fig. 11.

Comparison of simulation BERs in the presence of ICI.

QPSK and work at their maximum bit rates, i.e., 128Rs for
OFDM, 136Rs for MC-MDIS, 160Rs for MC-MDSS, 64Rs
for CFFH, 96Rs for MDFH and 32Rs for AJ-MDFH, where
Rs is the OFDM symbol rate.
The BER comparison under AWGN channels is shown in
Fig. 9. As expected, the proposed MC-MDIS and MC-MDSS
achieve higher spectral efficiency at a slight cost on BER
performance, which is mainly caused by the carrier bits. It
can also be observed that: 1) MC-MDSS delivers better BER
performance at lower SNRs, while MC-MDIS performs better
at higher SNRs (very close to OFDM), where bit vector disorder
is unlikely to happen; 2) MDFH and CFFH outperform MCMDIS and MC-MDSS in BER performance, but at the cost
of considerable spectral efficiency loss (shown in Table II);
3) AJ-MDFH has an even worse BER performance, which is
sacrificed together with spectral efficiency to gain the antijamming ability [17].
The BER comparison under a typical frequency selective
channel is shown in Fig. 10. It can be observed that under frequency selective channels, neither MC-MDIS nor MCMDSS has a larger gap to OFDM than that under AWGN

channels. There is still roughly 1.0 dB gap between MC-MDIS
and OFDM as under AWGN channels, and the BER performance of MC-MDSS comes even closer to OFDM than the
AWGN case.
The BER comparison in the presence of intercarrier interference (ICI) is shown in Fig. 11. The residual carrier frequency
offset after proper frequency synchronization/tracking [26],
[27] is set to be 5 Hz, which acts as a source of ICI. It can
be observed that in the presence of ICI, MC-MDIS outperforms
OFDM in terms of BER, due to the ICI suppression effect
contributed by the existence of idle subcarriers. It is expected
as well as demonstrated in Fig. 11 that MC-MDSS cannot yield
a better result with ICI, since it uses strengthened subcarriers
instead of idle ones.
We would like to point out that the loss in BER performance
of the proposed schemes (MC-MDIS/MC-MDSS), not significant though, may make them less favorable under low-SNR
channels; however, the higher spectral efficiency achieved by
MC-MDIS/MC-MDSS, as well as the ICI suppression effect
of MC-MDIS, will make one or both of them popular under
reasonable-SNR channels and/or in the presence of ICI.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed two highly efficient OFDM-based
multicarrier transmission schemes, MC-MDIS and MC-MDSS.
In MC-MDIS, we specify one idle subcarrier in each group
using the carrier bits, while transmits ordinary bits regularly
on all the other subcarriers. Comparing with OFDM, MCMDIS imposes no extra cost on bandwidth but resulting in
higher spectral and power efficiency, as well as better ICI
suppression. In MC-MDSS, the idle subcarriers are replaced
by strengthened ones, which, unlike idle ones, can carry both
carrier bits and ordinary bits. As a result, MC-MDSS achieves
an even higher spectral efficiency than MC-MDIS with simpler
transceiver design. The higher spectral efficiency achieved by
MC-MDIS and MC-MDSS can be of great commercial value
for broadband communications, where the baud rate is large.
The loss in BER performance of the proposed schemes, not
significant though, may make them less favorable under lowSNR channels; however, the higher spectral efficiency achieved
by MC-MDIS/MC-MDSS, as well as the ICI suppression effect
of MC-MDIS, will make one or both of them popular under
reasonable-SNR channels and/or in the presence of ICI.
A PPENDIX A
O PTIMALITY OF U NIFORM S UBCARRIER G ROUPING
The proof here is conducted for the MC-MDIS case, but it
works similarly for MC-MDSS. Suppose we have a nonuniform
subcarrier grouping, and the total Nc available subcarriers are
grouped into G groups, i.e.,
Nc =

G−1


Nc,g ,

(45)
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The RHS of (49) is exactly the bit rate in (16) that the
uniform subcarrier grouping can achieve, which is derived in
Section IV-A. This result demonstrates that any nonuniform
subcarrier grouping would not outperform the uniform one in
terms of spectral efficiency.
A PPENDIX B
S YMBOL E RROR P ROBABILITY OF
C ARRIER B ITS IN MC-MDIS
In conventional FSK, the amplitude of an active subcarrier
with a symbol-level SNR of Es /N0 obeys a Rician distribution
[24, eqn. (5.4-39), page 309], and those of the other idle subcarriers follow Rayleigh distributions [24, eqn. (5.4-40), page
309]. Similarly, in MC-MDIS, we can model the amplitudes of
the idle subcarrier (indexed by kj ) and the active subcarriers
(with an SNR of Es /N0 ) through the following distributions,
 2 
rk
(50)
fRkj (rkj ) = rkj exp − j ,
2

 

Es
1
Es
fRk rk | 2 , 1 = rk exp −
rk2 + 2
N0
2
N0


Es
× I0
2 rk , k = kj , (51)
N0
respectively, where I0 (·) is the zero-order modified Bessel
function. The probability of a correct decision, Pc , is the
probability that Rk > Rkj , ∀k = kj . Hence,

g=0

where Nc,g denotes the number of subcarriers in the gth group.
We assume Nc,g ≥ M ; otherwise, the idle subcarrier would not
carry more information than an ordinary symbol. Please also
note that Nc,g should be a power of 2, since this is the most
efficient way to carry information bits using idle subcarriers.
For the gth subcarrier group, the achievable bit rate (including
both carrier bits and ordinary bits) can be written as
Rb,g = Rs [log2 Nc,g + (Nc,g − 1) log2 M ]
Nc,g
= Rs Nc,g log2 M + log2
.
M

(46)

where Rs is the OFDM symbol rate. Under the assumption
that Nc,g ≥ M , Nc,g /M = 2n with n ≥ 1. This leads to the
following inequality,
Nc,g
Nc,g
≤
.
(47)
log2
M
2M
Substituting (47) into (46), we have
Rb,g ≤ Rs Nc,g log2 M +

1
.
2M

(48)

Taking all the subcarrier groups into account, the total bit rate
would be
Rb =

G−1

g=0

Rb,g ≤ Rs Nc

1
log2 M +
.
2M

(49)

Pc = P (R1 > Rkj , . . . , Rkj −1 > Rkj , Rkj +1 > Rkj ,
. . . , R Nf > R kj )
∞
P (R1 > Rkj , . . . , Rkj −1 > Rkj , Rkj +1 > Rkj ,

=
0

. . . , RNf > Rkj |Rkj = x)fRkj (x)dx.

(52)

Note that ∀k = kj , Rk ’s are statistically independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), (52) can be further written as
Pc =

∞


P (Rk > Rkj |Rkj = x)

Nf −1

fRkj(x)dx, k = kj . (53)

0

We define Q̄1 = P (Rk > Rkj |Rkj = x), and calculate it by
considering all the possible power levels. Thus,
Q̄1 = P (Rk > Rkj |Rkj = x)

 
∞
T

Es,i
pi fRk r| 2
, 1 dr
=
N0
i=1
x

=

T

i=1

pi Q 1




Es,i
2
,x ,
N0

(54)
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∞
where Q1 (a, b) = b x exp(−(x2 + a2 )/2)I0 (ax)dx is the
Marcum Q-function, and the definitions of pi and Es,i /N0 can
be found in (24), (25). Combining (50), (53), (54), the symbol
error probability, which is PM = 1 − Pc , becomes
∞
PM = 1 −

N −1

Q̄1 f

xe−

x2
2

dx.

(55)

0

A PPENDIX C
S YMBOL E RROR P ROBABILITY OF
C ARRIER B ITS IN MC-MDSS
For MC-MDSS, the amplitudes of the power-strengthened
(o)
subcarrier (indexed by kj and with an SNR of Es,1 /N0 ) and
(o)

the regular ones (with an SNR of Es,2 /N0 ) follow Rician
distributions, which can be represented as
⎧

⎛
⎞



(o)
(o)
⎪
⎪
E
E
1
⎪
s,1
s,1
2
⎪ fR ⎝rk | 2
⎪
rkj + 2
, 1⎠ = rkj exp −
j
kj
⎪
⎪
N0
2
N0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎛
⎞
⎪
⎪
⎪
(o)
⎪
⎪
E
s,1
⎪
⎪
rkj ⎠ ,
× I0 ⎝ 2
⎪
⎪
N
⎪
0
⎨
⎛ 
⎞



⎪
(o)
(o)
⎪
⎪
E
Es,2
⎪
1
s,2
2
⎪
⎪
rk + 2
fRk ⎝rk | 2
, 1⎠ = rk exp −
⎪
⎪
N0
2
N0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎛
⎞
⎪
⎪
(o)
⎪
⎪
E
⎪
s,2
⎪
rk ⎠ , k = kj ,
× I0 ⎝ 2
⎪
⎪
⎩
N
0

(56)
respectively. The probability of a correct decision, Pc , is the
probability that Rkj > Rk , ∀k = kj . Hence,
Pc = P (R1 < Rkj , . . . , Rkj −1 < Rkj , Rkj +1 < Rkj ,
. . . , R Nf < R kj )
∞
P (R1 < Rkj , . . . , Rkj −1 < Rkj , Rkj +1 < Rkj ,
=
0

. . . , RNf < Rkj |Rkj = x)fRkj (x)dx.

(57)

Note that ∀k = kj , Rk ’s are i.i.d., (57) can be further written as
∞
Pc =

 "
#
P Rk < Rkj |Rkj = x

Nf −1

fRkj (x)dx, k = kj ,

Fig. 12.

Cumulative density function of PAPR for different schemes.

expressed as
⎡
⎛

⎞⎤Nf −1

Nf −1
(o)

Es,2
k Nf − 1
⎣ 1 − Q1 ⎝ 2
⎠
⎦
,x
=
(−1)
N0
k
k=0
⎞⎤ k
⎡ ⎛
(o)
Es,2
, x⎠⎦ . (60)
× ⎣ Q1 ⎝ 2
N0
Substituting (60) into (58), we obtain the probability of a
correct decision as
⎡ ⎛
⎞⎤ k
 ∞
Nf −1
(o)

E
N
−
1
f
s,2
⎣ Q1 ⎝ 2
Pc =
(−1)k
, x ⎠⎦
k
N0
k=0
0
⎛ 
⎞
(o)
Es,1
×f ⎝x| 2
, 1⎠ dx, (61)
N0
where f (x|ν, σ) = (x/σ 2 ) exp(−(x2 + ν 2 )/2σ 2 )I0 (νx/σ 2 )
denotes the probability density function of a Rician distribution,
which is specified in (56). Then, the symbol error probability,
which is PM = 1 − Pc , becomes
⎡ ⎛
⎞⎤ k
 ∞
Nf −1
(o)

E
N
−
1
f
⎣Q1 ⎝ 2 s,2 , x⎠⎦
(−1)k+1
PM =
N0
k
k=1
0⎛ 
⎞
(o)
Es,1
×f ⎝x| 2
, 1⎠ dx. (62)
N0

0

(58)
where
x
P (Rk < Rkj |Rkj = x) =

⎛

⎞
(o)
Es,2
fRk (r) dr = 1−Q1 ⎝ 2
, x⎠ ,
N0

0

∞

(59)
2

2

in which Q1 (a, b) = b x exp(−(x + a )/2)I0 (ax)dx is the
Marcum Q-function. The (Nf − 1)th power of (59) can then be

A PPENDIX D
E VALUATION ON P EAK - TO -AVERAGE
P OWER R ATIO (PAPR)
In Fig. 12, we provide the cumulative density functions of the
peak-to-average power ratios (PAPRs) for OFDM, MC-MDIS
and MC-MDSS. We can hardly see any difference among the
PAPR distributions of these three schemes, which demonstrates
that the proposed schemes will not suffer from higher PAPRs
than OFDM.
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